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EQSANS Data Reduction – Quick Reference for MantidPlot (updated 20170118) 
 
EQ-SANS data reduction can be accomplished through two equivalent means:  via the EQ-SANS interface in MantidPlot or by 

using scripts that are run in the MantidPlot python window.  Your local contact will work with you to configure the reduction for the 
various instrument configurations that you use during your experiment.   
 

1. Open the EQSANS Reduction GUI within MantidPlot 
a. From the MantidPlot menu, go to Interfaces  SANS  ORNL SANS. 
b. Ensure the selected instrument is EQSANS and the top of the new window reads “EQSANS Reduction”. If needed, 

change to EQSANS from the new window by going to Tools  Change instrument and select ‘SNS’ and ‘EQSANS’. 
2. See the available data sets using the Data Catalog 

a. Select the ‘Data Catalog’ tab. 

 
 

b. The data folder can be found in a consistent location for any experiment, which can either be typed directly in the 

field or browsed for: 

i. Use the absolute path, which has the format: /SNS/EQSANS/IPTS-12345/data 

ii. The table can be sorted by any column by clicking the title of the column.  The sorting can either 

be in ascending or descending order. 

c. To see any newly collected runs in the Data Catalog, click the Refresh button. 
3. Setting the parameters for the data reduction 

a. Select the ‘Reduction Options’ tab. 
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b. Under Reduction Options, if absolute scale factor has been calculated then enter its value for ‘Absolute scale 
factor’. Otherwise, leave at 1 to not apply any scale factor. 

c. Check ‘Dark current file’ and enter the appropriate “dark current” run collected by the instrument team (found in 
/SNS/EQSANS/shared/NeXus/Files/EQSANS/[cycle]_mp/, where [cycle] is the current run cycle (2017A in the above 
example).  

d. Check ‘Perform solid angle correction’. 
e. Check ‘Q resolution’ and enter the ‘Sample aperture diameter [mm]’ (typically 10.0, but check with local contact), 

select ‘Use configuration file’ and ‘Correct TOF’. 
f. For ‘Radial averaging’  ‘Number of Q bins’, typical values are 200 and ‘Linear Q binning’. 
g. For ‘Output directory’, check ‘Select’ and type (or browse to) your preferred output folder. A common folder to 

use is the IPTS shared folder (as in the example above).  If you use the shared directory under the IPTS directory, 
your local contact can see the reduced data if they log into the analysis servers.  If multiple people will be reducing 
data during an experiment, it is often helpful to create a subdirectory for each person in the shared directory to 
avoid file conflicts. 

h. Under Mask, check ‘Use mask from configuration file as applicable’. Also check ‘Mask file’ and enter the 
appropriate beamstop mask file. See the current cycle machine physics folder for available beamstop masks. Your 
local contact also can show you how to make a custom mask, if needed. 

 
4. Enter the parameters for the detector corrections to be applied 

a. Select the ‘Detector’ tab. 

 
 

b. Under Beam Center, check ‘Use beam finder’ and ‘Fit direct beam’.  
c. For Data file, enter your empty beam transmission run corresponding to the configuration (SDD, wavelength band) 

you are reducing.  You can find the run number on the Data Catalog tab. 
d. Under Sensitivity, check ‘Perform sensitivity correction’.  
e. For Sensitivity data file, enter the appropriate “thin PMMA” run collected by the instrument team (found in 

/SNS/EQSANS/shared/NeXus/Files/EQSANS/[cycle]_mp/, where [cycle] is the current run cycle (2017A in the above 
example). 

f. For Allowed sensitivity range, enter 0.4 and 2.0 for Min and Max, respectively. 
g. Under Flood Data Beam Center, ensure ‘Use sample beam center’ is checked. 

 
5. Enter parameters into Data 

a. Select the ‘Data’ tab. Here, you can just enter run numbers (instead of full path), provided the files are in one of 
your IPTS folders. 
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b. Enter your sample scattering run # for ‘Scattering data file’. Multiple runs can be added by entering as comma-
separated (and leaving the ‘Treat comma-separated files as separate reduction jobs’ box unchecked). 

c. Enter your sample holder (cuvette) path length for ‘Sample thickness [cm]’. 
d. Under Transmission (in upper panel), enter your sample transmission run for ‘Sample direct beam data file’ and 

your empty beam transmission run for ‘Empty direct beam data file’. 
e. Enter 5 for ‘Beam radius (pixels)’ and check ‘Theta-dependent correction’. 
f. Check ‘Background data file’ and enter your background (solvent) scattering run #. Multiple runs can be added by 

entering as comma-separated.  If you are going to subtract the background using the reduced I(Q) data file, such as 
if you have very weak scattering or have a sample with a high volume fraction, you may leave this unchecked.  Your 
local contact will discuss how best to reduce your data.   

g. Under Transmission (in lower panel), enter your background (solvent) transmission run for ‘Sample direct beam 
data file’ and your empty beam transmission run for ‘Empty direct beam data file’. 

h. Enter 5 for ‘Beam radius (pixels)’ and check ‘Theta-dependent correction’. 
 

6. Reduce data 
a. Click the Reduce button at the bottom right of the GUI. Your reduced files will appear in the MantidPlot 

Workspaces panel normally found toward the right of the main MantidPlot window and in your designated Output 
directory. 

b. You can click the Save button to save this reduction setup for future use. Also, after performing a reduction, you 

can populate the GUI fields again by loading a reduction .xml file into the GUI by going to File  Open. 
 

7. Export to script 
a. To create a Python script for performing batch reductions, click on the Export button at the bottom right. Save as 

a .py file. 
b. The saved script can be open in MantidPlot by clicking the ‘Script Window’ icon or going to View  Script Window. 

Within MantidPlot: Python Window, go to File  Open and choose your script. 
c. Advanced scripting that leverages the Python programming language is often used to automate reduction of a 

large number of files.  Your local contact can help.   
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The example script below contains added comments to describe parameters that will need to be changed: 

 
 

8. Data Stitching 
If 2 or 3 configurations were measured on the same sample, the ‘Data Stitching’ tab allows you to merge the data. 

 
a. Under Low Q ‘I(q) file:’, enter run for the “lower” Q data (or frame 2, if data was collected in frame-skipping mode). 

The .xml file can be found by using the Browse button. 
b. Under Medium Q ‘I(q) file:’, enter run for the “higher” Q data (or frame 1, if data was collected in frame-skipping 

mode). The .xml file can be found by using the Browse button. 
c. Check the ‘Normalize to this data set’ for the data you will normalize to. 
d. Click the ‘Pick Overlap Region’ button between the Low Q and Medium Q fields. In the Range Selector window, 

slide the vertical range selectors to cover the desired overlap range. 
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e. Go back to the ‘Data Stitching’ tab and click Auto Scale at the bottom right. 
 

 
 

f. If the merged data is accepted, go back to the ‘Data Stitching’ tab and click Save Result. If you wish to re-do the 
merge range then repeat steps e and f. 

g. There is an additional High Q field if 3 different configurations were measured. The lower ‘Pick Overlap Region’ 
button can be used for merging a 3

rd
 configuration. 

h. Merging large numbers of files can also be scripted.  Your local contact can help.   
 


